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A method, an apparatus and computer program product for simulating

dynamic fluids

Technical field

The invention relates in general to the field of fluid simulation, an in particular to a method

and an apparatus for simulating dynamic fluids. The invention also relates to a computer

program product for the same.

Background

Fluid simulation is an essential technology in many areas of technology. For example, it

may be used in engineering where dynamic fluid simulation enables testing, optimization

and validation of various designs and constructions, or for educational purposes where

dynamic fluid simulation enables virtual experiments and exploration based learning.

Other examples include virtual reality training simulators (where dynamic fluid simulation

enables realistic behavior of ships, vehicles and other machines and devices, as well as load

and cargo, or body fluids in surgery training simulators, etc.), environment illustrations in

motion pictures (where fluid simulation enable cost effective and spectacular computer

generated visual effects of flooding, splashing, explosions and general representation of

water and other fluids in containers, floods, lakes and oceans), and contemporary computer

games, where interactive simulation of dynamic fluids enriches game play and enables

special effects, such as water splashes and explosions.

In a conventional method for pseudo particle based simulation of dynamic fluids, the

motion of the simulated fluid is governed by penalty forces that act to preserve the fluid

volume and mass density. In addition, the fluid velocity can be corrected by means of a

projection of the velocities of a compressible fluid upon a velocity field of a corresponding

incompressible fluid. The penalty force method sets severe restriction on the size of the

time step of the time discrete computer simulation, since the time step must be small

enough to resolve fluctuations of the fluid that propagate through the fluid with the speed

of sound of the fluid. The fluid sound speed is often 10-100 times that of other relevant

speed scales of the system.



As will become apparent from the description below, conventional penalty force methods

are computationally heavy and inefficient in representing dynamic near incompressible

fluids. Furthermore, conventional penalty force methods commonly experience severe

stabilization problems.

Therefore, conventional methods use a variety of approaches for dealing with the described

stability problem. Such methods may comprise a viscosity or damping force being added to

the pressure force. The damping of velocities will stabilize the dynamic fluid simulation for

larger pressure forces, and thus allow for simulation of more incompressible fluids.

However, very large viscosity forces are needed to substantially stabilize these

incompressible fluid simulations. In the limit of very large viscosity forces, these forces

will themselves start to contribute instabilities to the simulation, and in addition such large

viscosity forces will also give highly unrealistic simulations of even the most ordinary well

known fluids that have relatively low internal viscosity.

Thus, the overall effect on the dynamic fluid simulation of a very large viscosity is a

slightly more stable simulation, a fluid with a still unrealistic degree of compressibility, and

a fluid with too much internal viscosity to be realistic.

Summary

A problem to which the invention relates is the problem of simulating dynamic fluids with

an improved computational efficiency.

This problem is addressed by a method for simulating dynamic fluids comprising a

plurality of pseudo particles. The method comprising the steps of: defining a fluid mass

density of the pseudo particle masses; defining a mass density constraint such that the mass

density on each pseudo particle is constrained to a reference mass density of a real fluid,

whereby an instant propagation of density fluctuations through the entire fluid system is

enabled; performing constraint stabilization on said mass density constraint using a time

stepping function, wherein said time stepping function is arranged to conserve global

physical symmetries and is stable for violations of said mass density constraint; solving a

linear system of equations for said mass density constraint in order to calculate density



constraint forces; calculating new time discrete pseudo particle velocities from previous

pseudo particle velocities with addition of velocity increments calculated from said density

constraint forces; and calculating new time discrete pseudo particle positions from the

previous pseudo particle positions with additions of the position increments calculated

from said new pseudo particle velocities.

This problem is further addressed by an apparatus for simulating dynamic fluids,

comprising a processing unit capable of generating a plurality of pseudo particles and

performing a dynamic fluid simulation of said plurality of pseudo particles, said apparatus

being adapted to define a fluid mass density of the pseudo particle masses, define a mass

density constraint such that the mass density on each pseudo particle is constrained to a

reference mass density of a real fluid, whereby an instant propagation of density

fluctuations through the entire fluid system is enabled, perform constraint stabilization on

said mass density constraint using a time stepping function, wherein said time stepping

function is arranged to conserve global physical symmetries and is stable for violations of

said mass density constraint, solving a linear system of equations for said mass density

constraint, and calculating density constraint forces, calculating new time discrete pseudo

particle velocities from previous pseudo particle velocities with addition of velocity

increments calculated from said density constraint forces, and calculating new time discrete

pseudo particle positions from the previous pseudo particle positions with additions of the

position increments calculated from said new pseudo particle velocities.

By having a combined time stepping, constraint stabilization and relaxation method that

provides global conservation of physical symmetries of the dynamic simulated

incompressible fluid and provides a robust physical and numerical stability under large

constraint violations, the method according to the invention provides a substantial

improvement in computational efficiency over other known methods.

If the pseudo particles violate a boundary condition of a container, a body floating in the

simulated fluid or similar, the method may further comprises the steps of: adding a

smoothed boundary density to boundary violating pseudo particles; defining a mass density

constraint at the boundary such that the mass density of the pseudo particles violating the



boundary to the reference mass density of the fluid are constrained; and adding this

boundary mass density constraint to the mass density constraint.

If the simulated fluid requires a lower degree of viscosity, the method may further comprise

the step of: relaxing the mass density constraint such that the mass density constraint

dissipates energy upon constraint violation and stabilization in dependence of the mass

density constraint being satisfied on the average over time. If, however, the simulated fluid

requires a higher degree of viscosity, the method may further comprise the step of: adding a

kinematic constraint arranged to constrain the pseudo particle velocities of neighbouring

particles.

If a lower degree of fidelity and precision is required, the method may further comprise the

step of: solving the linear system of equations by means of sequential solutions to each of

the constraint equations, which utilizes the Gauss-Seidel iterative method for solution of

Iinear systems of equations.

If a higher degree of fidelity and precision is required, the method may further comprise the

step of: solving the linear system of equations by means of the conjugate gradient iterative

method or a direct sparse linear solver method.

Additionally, the method may further comprise the steps of: implementing an interaction

constraint, said interaction constraint being entirely consistent with the mass density

constraint and with the linear equations, arranged to simulate the interaction between the

simulated fluid and a plurality of rigid bodies containing the simulated fluid, floating on

top of or inside the simulated fluid or similar; and implementing a rigid body constraint,

wherein said rigid body constraint is a non-penetration constraint and a dry friction

constraint, arranged to simulate the interaction between rigid bodies, which in effect

couples to the simulated fluid through those rigid bodies containing the simulated fluid,

floating on top of or inside the simulated fluid or similar. Thus, the rigid body simulation

may be made an integral part of the fluid simulation by adding additional equations to the

linear systems of equations, thus resulting in an entirely consistent simulation model.



The method may also comprise the step of adding a rigid body inequality constraint, which

extends the linear system of equations to a linear compl ϊmentar ϊ ty problem, whereby the

step of solving the linear system of equations further comprises an extension to

corresponding projected versions for solving linear complimentarity problems.

Further advantageous embodiments of the apparatus and computer program product are set

forth in the dependent claims and correspond to the advantageous embodiments already set

forth with reference to the previously mentioned method.

Brief description of the drawings

The objects, advantages and effects as well as features of the invention will be more readily

understood from the following detailed description of exemplary embodiments of the

invention when read together with the accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 shows a flowchart of a method for simulating dynamic fluids according to prior art.

Fig. 2 shows a flowchart of a method for simulating dynamic fluids according to an

exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 3A illustrates the result of a dynamic fluid simulation according to an exemplary

embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 3B illustrates the result of a dynamic fluid simulation according to prior art.

Fig. 4 illustrates a result of a dynamic fluid simulation according to another exemplary

embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 5 illustrates a result of a dynamic fluid simulation according to a further exemplary

embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 6 illustrates a result of a dynamic fluid simulation according to a further exemplary

embodiment of the present invention.



Fig. 7 illustrates an example of an apparatus according to the invention.

Detailed description

In order to best illustrate the inventive features of the invention, the invention will be

described below in relation to the following example.

If a volume of water is to be resolved at a typical application relevant spatial resolution of

0.01 [m], and a conventional penalty force method is used, the maximum propagation

speed of fluctuations in density and volume mediated by the penalty force is one spatial

resolution per discrete time step dt, that is, O.Ol/dt [m/s]. In order to reproduce

incompressibility and in order for the numerical simulation to be stable when simulating,

for example, water, this propagation velocity must be comparable or large compared to the

real sound speed of water, which is near 1500 [m/s]. Thus, dt must be chosen such that

0.01/dt » 1500 [m/s], and therefore the time step must satisfy dt « 6.67 10e-6 [s]. The

typically used time step size in application areas described above correspond to the image

generation frame rates of 30-60 [Hz], and thus a time step of dt within the range of 0.01 67

- 0.033 [s]. This time step size is 4-5 orders of magnitude too large to represent stable and

incompressible fluids when utilizing conventional penalty force methods. A corresponding

reduction of the time step size in the application will increase the computational cost 4-5

orders of magnitude and a conclusion is therefore that conventional penalty force methods

are computationally heavy and inefficient in representing dynamic near incompressible

fluids.

In Fig. 1 a conventional penalty based method for dynamic fluid simulation is shown. The

conventional method comprises a spatial discretization of the fluid into pseudo particles in

step 101. The method further comprises the computing of the fluid mass density as a

weighted average over pseudo particle masses in step 102. A constitutive law is then used

to compute the local pressure in step 103, whereby the pressure is used to compute pressure

forces acting on the particles in step 104. External forces are added to the total force in step

105. Boundary forces are also added to the total force in step 106. The pressure force is

then used to compute updated time discrete pseudo particle velocities in step 107 and the



updated pseud o particle velocities are used to compute new pseudo particle positions in

step 108. The time step is completed and the new pseudo particle positions and other

variables can be used for visual or other representation in an application in step 109.

Thereafter, the method is repeated from step 102 until the dynamic fluid simulation is

stopped by, for example, the user or the application.

However, a significant drawback of the conventional penalty force methods as described

above is that: given a fixed time step of convenient size for the application, the magnitude

of the pressure force computed in step 103 must be adapted so as to make the simulation

stable. If the pressure force is too large relative to the time step, the pseudo particles

positions in step 108 will be such that pseudo particles overshoots and a too large or too

small density is generated in step 102 instead. This, in turn, will results in an even greater

pressure in step 103 and forces of even larger magnitude will be generated in step 104.

Thus, very large velocities will be generated in step 107 and lead to a further increased

overshoot in pseudo particle positions in step 108, etc. In effect, in case of this and other

conventional methods, the pseudo particle system will thus become unstable and explode,

and therefore will be useless for the application in step 109.

According to the invention, a method of simulating dynamic fluids is disclosed comprising

a set of pseudo particles used to represent physical quantities of the fluid. In said method, a

fluid density is calculated from a weighted average over the pseudo particles, and a density

constraint on the fluid density constraining it to be incompressible with the reference

density of a real physical fluid that is modeled. The constraint stabilization forces of the

density constraint will govern the dynamics of the pseudo particles and the simulated fluid.

In further detail, the method comprises a combined time stepping, constraint stabilization

and relaxation method that provides global conservation of physical symmetries of the

simulated fluid, and therefore robust physical and numerical stability under large and

extreme constraint violations. The method therefore provides a substantial improvement in

computational efficiency over other known methods. Advantageous exemplary

embodiments of the invention are described in more detail below with reference to Figs. 2-



Fig. 2 schematically illustrates an exemplary embodiment of the method according to the

invention, where mass density constraints are used for simulating a dynamic near

incompressible fluid. The dynamic near incompressible fluid is modeled by a set of pseudo

particles, where each particle has a mass, a position, and a velocity.

Referring to Fig. 2, pseudo particles are initially arranged so that they fill out a volume

representative for the real fluid to be modeled, with positions and velocities so that they

accurately represent the mass density distribution and velocity distribution of this real fluid

(step 201). The method comprises the computation of the mass density at each pseudo

particle by means of a weighted sum over the masses of neighboring pseudo particles (step

202) The method further comprise that a constraint is defined that constrains the pseudo

particle density to the reference density of the real fluid that is modeled (step 203).

Furthermore, for pseudo particles next to a container boundary or other interacting body, a

boundary constraint is defined that constrains the mass density at the boundaiy to the

reference density of a real fluid (step 204). For rigid bodies interacting with each other and

only indirectly with the fluid boundary, the method devises that non-penetration

constraints, friction constraints or other constraints in the degrees of freedom of these

bodies are added to the fluid-fluid constraints and the fluid-boundary constraints (step 205).

The method further devises that all other external forces acting on fluid or other dynamic

bodies of the system are summed up and added to their respective total forces (step 206).

The devised discrete equations of motion of the system are collected, incorporating the

summarized external forces, as well as all constraints into a constraint stabilization model

(step 207), resulting in a system of linear equations and in general a linear complimentarity

system, that is solved for the constraint forces using a choice of either iterative or direct

sparse methods or a hybrid combination thereof (step 208). The time discrete pseudo

particle velocities and all other dynamic body velocities are updated by application of the

computed constraint forces, as well as other external forces over the discrete time step (step

209). The time discrete positions of the pseudo particles and all other dynamic bodies are

updated using the updated velocities (step 210). Positions, velocities and other quantities

and variables of the pseudo particles and all other dynamic bodies are used in the



application for visual presentation or other means (step 2 11). The simulation procedure

may be repeated from (step 202) until stopped by the application or the user.

An exemplary embodiment of the method above are described more in detail below,

wherein the method prescribes that a real world fluid of total volume V total mass M,

density p o = M/V is simulated using N pseudo particles, each with mass m,, where / is a

particle index.

The local mass density of particle / is represented by,

The sum over / runs over all N particles including j . v J is a smoothing function that

distributes the mass iris in a particle volume consisting of a sphere with radius h, where h is

referred to as the smoothing length. The smoothing function is thus positive and finite for

particle distance, r,p smaller than h and zero outside h. Furthermore, the curvature of the

smoothing function falls to zero at h, and the smoothing function is normalized inside the

volume defined by h . In describing the invention we choose the following smoothing

function,

This expression is valid for 0 < r < ft whereas the smoothing function is set to zero for

> . The invention prescribes that a density conservation constraint, g l is constructed

to measure the violation in the local mass density p,, at each particle /, from the reference

density, po, of the real fluid,

= P r P a



The corresponding kinematic constraint, 9 , measures the speed of the constraint

violation, and can be computed from the time derivative of the definition of g,. In general,

the kinematic constraint vector, g, for all particles can be computed from

GJA
where dr is the Jacobian matrix of the constiaint vector g, and v is the vector of all

particle velocities. Using the definition of g,, and the definition of P the kinematic

constraint for particle i takes the form,

where r is the normalized unit vector pointing from the center of particle i to the center

of particle / , and v is the corresponding velocity vector. From this result for 3 and the

definition of the Jacobian matrix G above, the matrix components can be computed,

dK(r:k )
J ' dr

:

dK(rlk ) τ= > TTl 1. TA- Σ dr. _ J ιk

The Lagrange multipliers, λ, of the constraint g, correspond to constraint forces /, and are

related through the Jacobian matrix as, / = τ λ and can be computed from,



The Lagrange multipliers, λ, in turn are computed from a variational time discrete

framework of the form,

{Gk M- Gl + ∑)Λ = - — Yg + Gh k - Gk M ( v k + ∆ f )
At

This equation has a general form Ax = b of a sparse linear system of equations and can be

readily solved for the unknown Lagrange multipliers λ. The index k, corresponds to the

discrete time — o , where o is the starting time of the simulation. Mis the mass

matrix containing all particle masses m , fV" accounts for all external forces, such as

gravity. Here, is a regularization term that removes inertia from the constraints and is

a stabilization and damping term that determines the time for constraint stabilization. They

have the following definitions on diagonal matrix form,

Ki - Ymt here refer to a magnitude of the damping for each constraint. In most cases we set

it to unity, which corresponds to critical damping. τ - r model the relaxation time of

each constraint, so that e.g. - 3∆ means that the constraint is relaxed in three time

steps. e —e hset the magnitude of the regularization of each constraint.

The linear equation that we have introduced can be solved using standard methods from the

literature, such as linear iterative methods of type Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel and SOR(w), or

Krylov subspace iterative methods such as the preconditioned conjugate gradient method,

multi-grid methods, or direct sparse methods, or any other numerical or mathematical

method for solving sparse linear systems. The resulting solution, the Lagrange multipliers,

are used to compute constraint forces, and the velocities and positions of the system are



then the equations of motion are integrated in discrete time using a standard Leapfrog-

Verlet scheme according to,

rk÷1 = rk + ∆t f fc+1

where F is the total force, including all constraint forces and external forces.

In the embodiment of the invention, boundary conditions are accounted by means of a

boundary field that adds a contribution P b = K(r b) to the density of particle /, within

the smoothing distance h bof the boundary, where m b is the fluid mass contributed by the

boundary and h is the distance between particle i and the boundary. This results in a

contribution to the Jacobian, and correspondingly a Lagrange multiplier boundary

constraint force to be solved for in the linear system, adding a boundary force to the total

force in the time discrete equations of motion. This boundary force results in non-

penetration of the fluid and the boundary, and the net effect of this force also results in

buoyancy forces between the boundary body and the fluid.

Furthermore, according to the invention, the fluid simulation method is efficiently

integrated with simulations of rigid bodies. Such bodies interact with the fluid through the

above described boundary field. In addition, rigid bodies interact with each other through

non-penetration constraint forces and friction forces, in effect from non-penetration

constraints and friction constraints. These constraints are inequality constraints and add to

the overall Jacobian matrix included in the linear system of equations to be solved for the

Lagrange multipliers, extending this linear system to a linear complimentarity system

(LCP), which in turn also can be solved utilizing standard methods from the literature, such

as projected linear iterative methods of type projected Jacobi, projected Gauss-Seidel and

projected SOR(w), or projected Krylov subspace iterative methods such as the

preconditioned projected conjugate gradient method, projected multi-grid methods, or

direct sparse methods, or any other numerical or mathematical method for solving sparse

linear systems.



Figs. 3A-B illustrate an exemplary embodiment of the invention wherein the constraint

fluid model shown in Fig. 3A is compared with a conventional simulation method shown

in Fig. 3B for a fluid in a container subject to a gravitational field. From Fig. 3B, it is clear

that the conventional method results in a serious compression of the fluid density that

increases with the depth of fluid.

In Figs. 3A-B, the inventive method and constraint fluid model (Fig. 3A) is compared with

a conventional method (Fig. 3B) for a volume of water in a container subject to a

gravitational field simulated with a given size of the time step, ∆i - IfI 00 [s]. Here, the

invented method results in a realistic and nearly perfectly incompressible model of water

with near constant density throughout the fluid volume, whereas the conventional method

which has been driven to the limits of its stability at this given time step, which has

resulted in a unrealistic 300% overall compression, and may reach as much as 800%

compression at the bottom of the container.

Fig. 5 illustrates an exemplary embodiment of the invention where the dynamic fluid

simulation is consistently integrated with a rigid body simulation for a rigid body stack

floating in the simulated fluid. This also illustrates the action of buoyancy forces and the

principle of Archimedes, and may, for example, be used in science education or similar.

Fig. 6 illustrates an exemplary embodiment of the invention in an engineering example,

namely for simulating an impulse driven hydro power plant with a simplified Peltor turbine

wheel.

Fig. 7 illustrates an exemplary embodiment of the invention when simulating a dam break.

The dam break example is benchmark problem often used in contemporary scientific and

engineering literature. This also illustrates an exemplary embodiment of the invention for

its application in computer graphics applications and motion picture visual effects for

simulating flooding waves.

Furthermore, from the exemplified and illustrated embodiments of the invention it is clear

that the invention may also apply to: interactive simulation of dynamic fluids enriching



computer game play and special effects, such as fluid driven machines, water splashes and

explosions; motion pictures where fluid simulation enable cost effective and spectacular

computer generated visual effects of flooding, splashing, explosions and general

representation of water and other fluids in containers, floods, lakes and oceans; engineering

where fluid simulation enables testing, optimization and validation of design and

constructions; in educational software where fluid simulation enables virtual experiments

and exploration based learning; in virtual reality training simulators where fluid simulation

enables realistic behavior of ships, vehicles and other machines and devices, as well as load

and cargo, and body fluids in surgery training simulators.

Fig. 7 illustrates an example of an apparatus 1 according to the invention. The apparatus 1

may comprises a processing unit 2, a first external interface 5 and a second external

interface 6. The processing unit 2 may be connected, through the external interface 5, to a

user input device 7. The processing unit 2 may be arranged to receive information from the

user input device 7 indicating that a user of an apparatus 1 wants to perform a dynamic

fluid simulation according to the invention. The processing unit 2 may further be arranged

to receive information through the external interface 5 to be used in the dynamic fluid

simulation according to the invention. The user input device 7 may be, for example, a

keyboard, a mouse, touch screen or similar, or a communication unit for remotely receiving

the user information, such as, for example, over the internet.

As a user of the apparatus 1 indicates to the apparatus 1, through the user input device 7,

that a dynamic fluid simulation according to the invention should be performed, the

method may be executed by the apparatus by running computer code instructing the

apparatus to perform the method steps described above. In general terms, it should thus be

understood that the invention typically is implemented as a computer program which, when

run on a computer or any other device comprising a processing unit, such as a

microprocessor, causes the apparatus 1 to perform the method steps.

It should also be noted that the invention may be implemented in any of a variety of

software configurations, or on any of a variety of computing platforms. For example, the

dynamic fluid simulation can be run as a single application on the same processor or



processing unit as the main application, or on another processor such as a different core of

a multi-core processor. It may also, for example, be run on a different computer processing

unit (CPU) on a multi-CPU machine, on a graphics processing unit (GPU) or on a

computer processing unit (CPU). Furthermore, it may also be run on a networked

processing unit, or any other processor capable of the numerical computations devised for

the method.

Also, the invention may be implemented on a variety of processing hardware and

computing platforms, in a variety of software configurations. For example, the invention

may be implemented in a stand-alone computer program product, in a program component

product loaded by other computer programs, or in a software development kit or software

library integrated with other computer program products. The computer program product

embodying the invention can be run on a single processor, on one or several instances on a

multiprocessor or multi-core computing platform, on one or several instances on a graphics

processing unit of a graphics card, or on one or several instances on a dedicated physics

processing unit, on a different computer with networked communication or on a grid or

cloud of computing platforms, on a mobile computing platform or any other instance of a

computing platform.

The processing unit 2 may also comprise storage means or a memory unit for storing the

computer program and processing means or a processing unit, such as a microprocessor,

for executing the computer program. The storage means may also be readable storage

medium 3 separated from, but connected to the control unit 34. Thus, the processing unit 2

has computational and storage capabilities, which may be provided as one physical unit, or

alternatively as a plurality of logically interconnected units.

The processing unit 2 may be arranged to output the results of the method according to

invention through the first and/or the second external interface 6 . The second external

interface 6 may, for example, be connectable to a display unit 4 arranged to demonstrate

the results of the method according to the invention in a graphical user interface (GUI) to

the user of the apparatus 1.
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In short the invention may be described as implemented in order to overcome the generic

problems of conventional simulation methods for dynamic fluids utilizing penalty based

pressure forces. The invention describes several techniques where the density and volume

fluctuations are modeled to propagate through the system at very high speeds, almost at

infinite speed. Thus, the corresponding pressure forces also may propagate instantly

through the entire system at each time step.

According to one aspect of the invention, a local density conservation constraint resulting

in local constraint forces with instant and global connectivity is described.

According to another aspect of the invention, the dynamics of the density conservation

constraint is devised so that: small fluctuations in the mass density constraint are made

consistent with physical density fluctuations of a real fluid; dissipation of energy due to

constraint violation and constraint stabilization is made consistent with viscous energy

dissipation of a real fluid.

According to yet another aspect of the invention, a method for solving the linear system of

equations resulting from the time discrete model of the density conservation constraints is

provided.

According to a further aspect of the invention, a method for simulating a dynamic fluid in a

container and subject to boundary conditions and a gravitational field is provided.

According to a further embodiment of the invention, a method for extending the fluid

simulation with simulation of a plurality of dynamic rigid bodies containing the fluid,

floating on or in the fluid is provided. Further aspects of the invention are exemplified for:

engineering types of applications; educational and learning applications; training

simulators; motion picture visual effects; computer games. These embodiments apply both

in two and three spatial dimension.

The description above is of the best mode presently contemplated for practising the present

invention. The description is not intended to be taken in a limiting sense, but is made



merely for the purpose of describing the general principles of the invention. The scope of

the present invention should only be ascertained with reference to the issued claims.



CLAIMS

1. Method for simulating dynamic fluids comprising a plurality of pseudo particles, the

method comprising the steps of:

defining a mass density of the pseudo particle masses;

defining a mass density constraint such that the mass density on each pseudo

particle is constrained to a reference mass density of a real fluid, whereby an instant

propagation of density fluctuations through the entire fluid system is enabled;

performing constraint stabilization on said mass density constraint using a

time stepping function, wherein said time stepping function is arranged to conserve

physical symmetries globally and is stable for violations of said mass density constraint;

solving a linear system of equations for said mass density constraint in order

to calculate density constraint forces;

calculating new time discrete pseudo particle velocities from previous pseudo

particle velocities with addition of velocity increments calculated from said density

constraint forces; and

calculating new time discrete pseudo particle positions from the previous

pseudo particle positions with additions of position increments calculated from said new

pseudo particle velocities.

2 . A method according to claim 1, wherein if the pseudo particles violate a boundary

condition of a container, a body floating in the simulated fluid or similar, the method

further comprises the steps of:

adding a smoothed boundary density to boundary violating pseudo particles;

defining a mass density constraint at the boundary such that the mass density

of the pseudo particles violating the boundary to the reference mass density of the fluid are

constrained; and

adding this boundary mass density constraint to the mass density constraint.

3 . A method according to claim 1, wherein if the simulated fluid requires a lower degree of

viscosity, the method further comprises the step of:



relaxing the mass density constraint such that the mass density constraint

dissipates energy upon constraint violation and stabilization in dependence of the mass

density constraint being satisfied on the average over time.

4. A method according to claim 1, wherein if the simulated fluid requires a higher degree of

viscosity, the method further comprises the step of:

adding a kinematic constraint arranged to constrain the pseudo particle

velocities of neighbouring particles.

5. A method according to claim 1, wherein if a lower degree of fidelity and precision is

required, the method further comprises the step of:

solving the linear system of equations by means of sequential solutions to

each of the constraint equations, which utilizes the Gauss-Seidel iterative method for

solution of linear systems of equations.

6. A method according to claim 1, wherein if a higher degree of fidelity and precision is

required, the method further comprises the step of:

solving the linear system of equations by means of the conjugate gradient

iterative method or a direct spavse linear solver method.

7. A method according to claim 1, further comprising the steps of:

implementing an interaction constraint, said interaction constraint being

entirely consistent with the mass density constraint and with the linear equations, arranged

to simulate the interaction between the simulated fluid and a plurality of rigid bodies

containing the simulated fluid, floating on top of or inside the simulated fluid or similar;

and

implementing a rigid body constraint, wherein said rigid body constraint is a

non-penetration constraint and a dry friction constraint, arranged to simulate the interaction

between rigid bodies, which in effect couples to the simulated fluid through those rigid

bodies containing the simulated fluid, floating on top of or inside the simulated fluid or

similar.



8. A method according to claim 1, farther comprising the step of:

adding a rigid body inequality constraint, which extends the linear system of

equations to a linear complimentarity problem, whereby the step of solving the linear

system of equations further comprises an extension to corresponding projected versions for

solving linear complimentarity problems.

9. An apparatus (1) for simulating dynamic fluids, comprising a processing unit (2) capable

of generating a plurality of pseudo particles and performing a dynamic fluid simulation on

said plurality of pseudo particles, said apparatus (1) being adapted to

define a fluid mass density of the pseudo particle masses,

define a mass density constraint such that the mass density on each pseudo

particle is constrained to a reference mass density of a real fluid, whereby an instant

propagation of density fluctuations through the entire fluid system is enabled,

perform constraint stabilization on said mass density constraint using a time

stepping function, wherein said time stepping function is arranged to conserve global

physical symmetries and is stable for violations of said mass density constraint,

solving a linear system of equations for said mass density constraint, and

calculating density constraint forces,

calculating new time discrete pseudo particle velocities from previous pseudo

particle velocities with addition of velocity increments calculated from said density

constraint forces and

calculating new time discrete pseudo particle positions from the previous

pseudo particle positions with additions of the position increments calculated from said

new pseudo particle velocities.

10. An apparatus (1) according to claim 9, wherein if the pseudo particles violate a

boundary condition of a container, a body floating in the simulated fluid or similar, the

apparatus (1) is arranged to add a smoothed boundary density to boundary violating pseudo

particles, define a mass density constraint at the boundary such that the mass density of the

pseudo particles violating the boundary to the reference mass density of the fluid are

constrained, and add said boundary mass density constraint to the mass density constraint.



11. An apparatus (1) according to claim 9, wherein if the simulated fluid requires a lower

degree of viscosity, the apparatus is arranged to relax the mass density constraint such that

the mass density constraint dissipates energy upon constraint violation and stabilization in

dependence of the mass density constraint being satisfied on the average over time.

12. An apparatus (1) according to claim 9, wherein if the simulated fluid requires a higher

degree of viscosity, the apparatus (1) is arranged to add a kinematic constraint arranged to

constrain the pseudo particle velocities of neighbouring particles.

13. An apparatus (1) according to claim 9, wherein if a lower degree of fidelity and

precision is required, the apparatus (1) is arranged to solve the linear system of equations

by means of sequential solutions to each of the constraint equations, which utilizes the

Gauss-Seidel iterative method for solution of linear systems of equations.

14. An apparatus (1) according to claim 9, wherein if a higher degree of fidelity and

precision is required, the apparatus (1) is arranged to solve the linear system of equations

by means of the conjugate gradient iterative method or a direct sparse linear solver method.

15. An apparatus (1) according to claim 9, further being arranged to implement an

interaction constraint, said interaction constraint being entirely consistent with the mass

density constraint and with the linear equations, arranged to simulate the interaction

between the simulated fluid and a plurality of rigid bodies containing the simulated fluid,

floating on top of or inside the simulated fluid or similar, and implement a rigid body

constraint, wherein said rigid body constraint is a non-penetration constraint and a dry

friction constraint, arranged to simulate the interaction between rigid bodies, which in

effect couples to the simulated fluid through those rigid bodies containing the simulated

fluid, floating on top of or inside the simulated fluid or similar.

16. An apparatus (1) according to claim 9, further being arranged to add a rigid body

inequality constraint, which extends the linear system of equations to a linear

complimentarity problem, whereby the step of solving the linear system of equations



further comprises an extension to corresponding projected versions for solving linear

complimentarity problems.

17. Computer program product for use in an apparatus (1) according to claim 9 for

simulating dynamic fluids comprising a plurality of pseudo particles, which comprises

computer readable code means, which when run in a processing unit (2) in the apparatus

( 1) causes said processing unit (2) to perform the steps of:

defining a fluid mass density of the pseudo particle masses;

defining a mass density constraint such that the mass density on each pseudo

particle is constrained to a reference mass density of a real fluid, whereby an instant

propagation of density fluctuations through the entire fluid system is enabled;

performing constraint stabilization on said mass density constraint using a

time stepping function, wherein said time stepping function is arranged to conserve global

physical symmetries and is stable for violations of said mass density constraint;

solving a linear system of equations for said mass density constraint, and

calculating density constraint forces;

calculating new time discrete pseudo particle velocities from previous pseudo

particle velocities with addition of velocity increments calculated from the density

constraint forces; and

calculating new time discrete pseudo particle positions from the previous

pseudo particle positions with additions of the position increments calculated from the new

pseudo particle velocities.

18. A computer program product according claim 17, comprising computer readable code

means, which when run in the processing unit (2) of the apparatus (1) causes the processing

unit (2) of the apparatus (1) to further perform the steps according to any one of the claims

2-8.

19. A computer program product according claim 17, wherein said code means is stored on

a readable storage medium.
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